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CONGRATULATIONS
to the
CLASS OF 2020!
LUX ET SPES FOREVER “Although this is not how we
have always imagined our college graduation to be,
us being here right now is proof that we are capable
of overcoming adversity,” said student speaker Erin
Flanagan ’20 at Stonehill’s virtual Commencement
in August. “What I am certain about is that the last
fve months have prepared us to go out and set the
world on fre with our passion.”
Graduates Emily Daversa, Alison Cashin, Drew Nelson and Erin
Flanagan [l to r] presented at the Commencement ceremony.

1111111111 President’s Letter

This Moment in Time
With this summer/fall issue of the Stonehill Alumni
Magazine—our prime platform for engaging
28,000 alumni as well as parents, friends and
benefactors—we share a selection of stories,
profles and campus updates that capture where
we are at this moment in time.
As this issue arrives to your homes, I am
especially pleased to welcome the Class of 2020 as
our newest SAM readers. In the face of disruption
and disappointments in their fnal semester, they
showed grace under pressure, resilience, and a
remarkable sense of class spirit, which they now
bring to our alumni community.
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Operating in a pandemic has been and continues to be
taxing for the College, but we have directed our energies
on addressing our challenges with a clear focus. In this
issue, you will fnd stories that speak to our ability not just
to withstand setbacks, but also to adjust to ever-changing
circumstances.
During the summer, for example, as the College prepared
for the new academic year, we understood that if we wanted
students to have an in-person, on-campus experience in the
fall, weekly and accurate COVID-19 testing for everyone on
campus would be imperative.
In response, we transformed Alumni Hall into a testing
center, hired a professional staff to manage it, and partnered
with the Harvard- and MIT-affliated Broad Institute, which
has been processing our test samples and returning results to
us within 24 hours since August [p. 6].
Regular on-campus testing, the wearing of face coverings,
hand washing and practicing physical distancing provided us
the best chance of completing in-person learning and living
on campus this fall semester, and this plan will continue
throughout the spring semester.
Another instance of pivoting is highlighted in the “So
That All Can Learn” feature [p. 22]. This story reports
on how, within the space of a year, Director of Graduate
Education Elizabeth Stringer Keefe re-envisioned our Special
Education master’s degree program, transforming it into
an Inclusive Education master’s degree program—one that
addresses cultural, racial, ethnic and gender identities and
prepares teachers to create inclusive practices for all students
in their classrooms.
This story touches on issues of diversity, equity and
inclusion, an area that needs much attention as we remain
true to our mission statement of valuing the inherent dignity
of each person. To that end, supporting racial and social
justice is a priority both for me and for the College.
Over the summer, students and alumni expressed concern
and frustration about our progress on diversity. This
semester, I had the opportunity to meet with many of them
virtually for a Purple Table Talk, which was impactful and
insightful. In addition, I attended a student-led sit-in on the
Quad on October 21 and listened closely to the voices for
change on campus [p. 4].
While I recognize we have more work to do, we are
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also making strides forward. Eighteen percent of the
Class of 2024 are students of color, our highest number
in recent years. A search for an associate provost for
diversity, equity and inclusion is under way, and the
offces of Intercultural Affairs and Alumni Engagement
have joined to create a new mentoring program, BACES
(BIPOC Achieving Connectedness and Empowerment at
Stonehill), that connects students of color with alumni
of color. In the months ahead, you will hear more about
these developments in this magazine and on other College
platforms.
In this issue, you will read how, despite COVID-19related demands and limitations in their own lives, alumni
have been making their mark on the world in bold,
thoughtful ways, especially in confronting the growth of
widespread hunger in our society.
We meet Patrick Bonner ’02 and his daughter Stella in
“Bedtime Storyteller.” During the pandemic, they turned
a magical bedtime story into a Harry Potter-style book,
which became the core of a fundraiser in support of
Feeding America [p. 10].
In “A Basic Requirement for Life,” we report on fve
alumni—Desa VanLaarhoven ’01, Elizabeth Cronin ’20,
Thomas MacDonald ’80, Sean Moran ’13 and Dennis
Carman ’82. In different ways, they are all on the front
lines of food insecurity, working to help those facing
hunger [p. 16].
We also feature three prayers from Lux Et Spes,
A Stonehill Prayer Book that Campus Ministry, in
collaboration with the College’s Catholic Identity
Committee, published earlier this year [p. 41]. The book
includes prayers written by community members, as well
as those taken from Scripture, Catholic and other faith
traditions.
Please know that I greatly value your continued support
of our mission, which always works to ensure the mind
will not be cultivated at the expense of the heart.
Sincerely in Holy Cross,

EDITOR’S NOTE
What would you like to see covered in the pages of SAM?
We’d like to know! Please take a few minutes to complete
a SAM survey at stonehill.edu/samsurvey.

PHOTO BY TANIA KELLY

Rev. John Denning, C.S.C.
President
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Sit-In Calls
for Action
••••••••••••••••
of the
Stonehill community participated
in a frst-of-its-kind sit-in on the
main Quad on October 21, calling
for greater racial diversity, inclusion
and equity at the College and
beyond.
MORE THAN 500 MEMBERS

Spanning the afternoon, the sit-in
attracted more than 300 in-person
students, faculty and staf, who followed
public health and safety guidance, using
cones spread out on the ground to
mark safe physical distancing. Led by a
newly formed group, Students in Action,
the event was also livestreamed via
Zoom, attracting at its peak 265 virtual
attendees.
A diverse array of in-person and
prerecorded speakers shared their
thoughts and experiences around the
need for strong racial and social justice
eforts at the College and in society.
There was also poetry, song and a
10-minute-long moment of silence to
acknowledge the Black victims of police
brutality and other racial violence.

4
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TAKING ACTION The sit-in attracted
more than 300 in-person students,
faculty and staf. A diverse array
of speakers, including Sayvion
Jones ’22 and Alexis Thomas ’22
[top, l to r], shared their thoughts
and experiences around the need
for strong racial and social justice
eforts at the College and in society.

A Tough and Resilient Shovel
for an Uncertain Time
AS IS TRADITION at Academic Convocation, Senior
Class President Brendan Ferrick ’21 chose a
shovel from Stonehill’s Ames Shovel Museum to
represent the class’s fnal year. Fitting for a time
that seems anything but normal, Ferrick selected
the Cast Steel Second-Handled Shovel—an
odd-looking shovel that, he notes, embodies the
strange life we are currently experiencing.
“Not much is known about this shovel other
than the quirky design and its function, along
with the materials it is made of. Cast steel, a tough
and resilient metal, is built to take a beating and

come out OK when the work is done,” said Ferrick,
as he presented the shovel to President John
Denning, C.S.C. “I compare this to not only our
senior class, but also our community as a whole
during these uncertain and trying times. Stonehill
is resilient, and our senior class is strong.”
The shovel has a wide extra handle to help
reduce back and shoulder strain when the user
is lifting and tossing dirt. Ferrick continued,
“This reminds me of how important it is to
have support systems in your life and how
this community has the capability and even
obligation to come together to keep each other
safe—not only from this pandemic, but also from
all the struggles life may throw at us.”

S U M M E R | FA L L 2 0 2 0
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staff paved the way for a successful
opening of classes on August 24 by
conducting just under 3,300 tests.

Protecting
the Nest

Frequent Testing

•••••••••••••

Stonehill Turns Alumni Hall into
COVID-19 Testing Center

until early August,
Alumni Hall became a bustling
and dedicated COVID-19 testing
center—one that’s integral to the
prevention of outbreaks on campus
this semester.
SILENT AND EMPTY

The center began conducting onboarding, or entry, tests for students,
faculty and staff in August. In
partnership with the Harvard- and MITaffliated Broad Institute, the center’s

111111111

ALUMNI HALL THROUGH THE YEARS

Once classes got under way, the center
switched to asymptomatic surveillance
testing of students, staff, faculty and
affliates throughout the semester.
Every week, around 3,000 anterior
nasal swab tests are conducted and sent
to the Clinical Research Sequencing
Platform, a clinical laboratory at the
Cambridge-based Broad Institute.
All community members who come
to campus are required to test weekly.
Those involved in higher engagement
activities like team sports and chorus
are required to test twice a week.
Community members usually receive
their results within 24 hours.

1948: Science labs

known as Alumni Hall was
built by Frederick Lothrop
Ames as an adjacent gym to
the main Georgian country
house (Donahue Hall).
It was designed with an
indoor heated swimming
pool and clay tennis court
for the Ames family.

were held in what was
called the Ames Gym
during Stonehill’s frst
semester as a college.
The building also
served as a recreation
center, auditorium
and meeting place for
students.

STONEHILL ALUMNI MAGAZINE

Team Building

“Swift and regular testing is critical to
ensuring the health and safety of our
community. It also allows us to isolate
promptly those who test positive,” says
Monique Avila, M.S.N., FNP-C, who
co-directs the testing center with Doreen
Vovcsko, RN, B.S.N.
Avila and Vovcsko established a
process, designed safety and hygiene
protocols, obtained supplies and prepared
Alumni Hall, an Ames era building, for a
steady fow of daily test takers.
“Many on Monique and Doreen’s

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1905: The building now
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REGULAR TESTING [Left] Co-directors Monique
Avila and Doreen Vovcsko [l to r] helped
establish the testing process. [Top] In August,
Alumni Hall became the testing center. [Bottom]
Medical assistant Janni Encarnacion shows a
testing kit.

1950s: The Speech Arts
Society often performed
here. In 1952, Stonehill’s
frst Commencement
ceremony was held in this
building. That same year,
the pool was covered in
order to create bathrooms
for the College’s frst
women students.

1960s: The “old gym,” as it
was known, hosted retreats
and housed the College’s
infrmary. In 1966, the
Veteran’s Club held a blood
drive in this building for
the injured soldiers of the
Vietnam War. Other clubs
used the student lounge for
meetings.

Quick Chat

Photos and information courtesy of Stonehill Archives and Special Collections, including “A Look Back: Celebrating the Centennial of Donahue and Alumni Halls” by Nicole (Tourangeau) Casper ’95.

team began work on the day they were
hired, but they hit the ground running.
When we transitioned to weekly testing,
colleagues from Athletics joined us,
and together they have formed a really
dedicated, effective professional team that
has risen to the occasion,” says Thomas
Flynn ’93, vice president and general
counsel, who oversaw the creation of the
testing center.
ll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

“Swift and regular testing
is critical to ensuring
the health and safety of
our community.”—Monique Avila,
Co-Director of the Testing Center
ll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Wealth of Experience

The task of creating a fully operational
testing center on campus saw many
people take on new roles for the College.
While Athletics staff continues to
handle coaching, recruiting and team
support duties, with the postponement
of NCAA competition, they were able
to answer the call to help ensure that
students and staff could easily get through
the testing process. The testing center
adopted Ace the Skyhawk and the motto
“Protect the Nest.”
In addition to Avila, Vovcsko and
Athletics staff, the testing center team is
also comprised of current staff members
and a diverse group of nurses, EMTs,
medical assistants and administrative
assistants, including young alumni.
Combined, they bring a wealth of
experience to the College.
For more information on the College’s COVID-19
eforts, visit stonehill.edu/covid19.

A job challenge: Planning and providing
healthcare for a community during a
pandemic is an ongoing challenge for all
public health and healthcare workers.

Maria Sullivan, P. A.
Director of Health Services
Years at Stonehill: 8
Advice I give to students about staying
healthy: It is important to be mindful of
the actions that can boost our physical
and mental health, which makes us better
prepared to cope with stress and fght
illness. Washing hands often, fueling our
body with nutritious food and regular
exercise and sleep are important ways to
stay healthy in college and beyond.
Something I wish people knew about
Health Services: Every clinician has
worked with other populations prior to
Stonehill. We all agree that it is rewarding
to work with college students, provide
medical care and protect the public health
of this community. We are thrilled when
students want to talk about their own
career goals in medicine and ask us about
being a nurse practitioner, a physician
assistant or a physician.

Best spot on campus: The Chapel of Mary
building is dedicated to a holistic approach
to students—their spiritual, mental and
physical health. A lot of listening and caring
occur there.
Something people don’t know about
me: Although I did not attend Stonehill,
my dad, brother and sister are alumni. My
connection to the College began when I
attended six summers of Stonehill basketball
camps, where I frst met Paula Sullivan
[retired athletic director]. To say that I am a
big fan of hers is not an overstatement. As
a former college athlete in basketball, cross
country and track, I still enjoy participating in
road races, coaching my children’s basketball
teams and cheering on the Skyhawks!
Words of wisdom I live by: We cannot
change the direction of the wind, but we can
adjust the sails.

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

1970s-80s:
Ofcially named
the Charles
Watt Intramural
Gymnasium,
the building
held graduation
rehearsals, movie
nights and, later,
recreational sports.

1990s: The building
was renovated as the
Academic Conference
Center. Home to the
Ofce of Alumni Afairs
and used for events, it
was formally dedicated as
Alumni Hall in 1992. It is
the only building named
for a group of people.

2000s: The Ofce of
Alumni Afairs, now
the Ofce of Alumni
Engagement, moved to
the refurbished MerkertTracy Building in 2010.
Alumni Hall has continued
to be used for activities
and events, including class
receptions during Reunion.

2020: Alumni Hall
became the location of
the COVID-19 testing
center. Temperature and
symptom checks occur at
the entrance. Registration is
located in the main lobby.
Tests are then conducted
at fve stations in the
auditorium.
S U M M E R | FA L L 2 0 2 0
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The course I most enjoy teaching is:

Managerial Accounting because it
involves more independent decisionmaking, planning and insight on the
part of the students. In this course,
students put themselves in managers’
shoes on the inside of fctitious
companies. They are then empowered
to use the concepts we learn to make
the best decisions for the business.
It’s exciting to see how our students
already have the instincts that will
make them successful in their own
careers and businesses.
Best accounting tip that everyone should
know: Mind your costs! One of the

secrets of business and life is to count
your costs and control them, not just
to protect your bottom line but also to
function as effectively and purposely as
possible. Tell me what your costs are,
and I can tell you who you are.
Why I started The Corporate Sister:

Purpose Driven
••••••••••••••••••••••••
AN EDUCATOR, writer and entrepreneur, Assistant Professor of Accounting
Marie Solange Lopes knows potential and purpose. While encouraging her
students to make their accounting and business knowledge their own, she
also writes about turning potential into power on The Corporate Sister, an
online community for women that she founded in 2013. Here, Lopes tells
us about the importance of controlling costs, daring to begin and learning
about our 60,000 miles of blood vessels.

8

What I enjoy about teaching: It’s more

I encourage my students to: Make

about the who than the what for
me. My students are my favorite
part of teaching—interacting with
and learning from them more than
I actually teach them. I enjoy using
the discussion, energy and insight in
my classrooms to create a dynamic,
interactive and inclusive education that
can speak to each and every student.

accounting and business knowledge
theirs by putting it in their own words,
understanding the process behind it
and the impact that knowledge has
on our lives and society—as well as
the role and power they have in it. We
strive in our classrooms to make this
knowledge a part of who we are, what
we do and how we live.

STONEHILL ALUMNI MAGAZINE

As a working woman and mom in
the corporate world, I noted the lack
of gender equity, as well as that of
resources, information and support
for women to achieve equitable
success. I had so many questions—
from how to get a mentor to how to
use your education or do your own
bookkeeping—that I knew others
had as well. I started researching
and writing around these, and The
Corporate Sister was born. I also
started consulting and speaking on
these topics with an emphasis on
business and accounting.
What I want women to know about turning
potential into power: Do it afraid! The

fear and impostor syndrome are part
of many of our experiences. However,
it’s the courage to dare to begin, to
learn continuously and to improve
that matters. Even failure is a steppingstone to purposeful achievement and
power. And real power is in reaching
back and helping others—that is the
measure of our humanity and the
ultimate legacy we leave.
Something new that I recently learned: We
have 60,000 miles of blood vessels in
our bodies. That’s long enough to go
around the world more than twice!

WEST RESERVOIR, HARWICH. PHOTO COURTESY OF THE ASSOCIATION TO PRESERVE CAPE COD.

What is that
Green Stuf in
the Water?
••••••••••••••

Chemistry Professor
Daniel Rogers Explains
WITH LAKES, PONDS AND RIVERS on
Cape Cod being threatened by toxic
algal blooms, which can disrupt
ecosystems and endanger people
and pets if consumed or touched,
Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Daniel Rogers, a Cape resident and
a chemical oceanographer, who
studies nutrient cycling in coastal
waters, explains why this is occurring.

“Toxic algal blooms are a national
challenge, affecting coastal ponds,
lakes and other coastal waters around
the country,” says Rogers. “In 2019,
for instance, Lake Erie had a 300-700
square mile bloom.”
Rogers adds that with increasing
populations and changing
environmental conditions, we see
the lowering of water quality and an
increase in nutrients and a decrease
in available oxygen, which is called
ll111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

“Toxic algal blooms are a
national challenge, afecting
coastal ponds, lakes and
other coastal waters.”
—Professor Daniel Rogers
ll111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

eutrophication. These added nutrients
act like adding fertilizer to your garden,
stimulating the growth of plants
(cyanobacteria and algae).
“As your garden attracts rabbits
that eat your vegetables, the algal
blooms are followed by more grazing
organisms, consuming the plants
but also the oxygen in the water,”
says Rogers. “That loss of oxygen—
called hypoxia and anoxia—drives
a cascade of environmental effects
such as diminishing water quality, fsh
migration or fsh kills.”

Powerful Toxins

Eutrophication can lead to algal
blooms, some of which produce toxins.
Harmful algal blooms (HABs), like
red tides, are the blooming of specifc
phototrophic species that produce a
toxin—in some cases, more powerful
than cyanide.
For example, Rogers says,
shellfsh may eat the HAB organisms,
concentrating the toxin in the shellfsh
tissue. Humans may then consume
the shellfsh and react to the elevated
toxin levels—called paralytic shellfsh
poisoning, which can be fatal.
Climate Change Impact

With global warming, the biology goes
faster, some organisms can double every
30 minutes under ideal conditions.
“Cells breathe more rapidly,
consuming more oxygen, and oxygen is
also less available as water temperature
increases,” explains Rogers, who works
within the Environmental Sciences and
Studies Program. “As plants in your
garden respond differently to summer
heat—weeds bloom and fowers wilt—
the increase in water temperatures
may favor a different set of organisms,
maybe the organisms producing HABs.”
According to Rogers, increasing
nutrient levels—like climate change—
may alter the composition of the bloom
and is a result of human activity.
“As population densities increase,
the nitrogen we introduce into the
environment enters the water systems.
About half the world’s population lives

within 60 miles of the coasts, and all
of our activities impact the coastal
ecosystem,” Rogers says.
Student Opportunity

The Chemistry Department has received
funding from trustee Elizabeth Hayden
’76 for a project next summer called the
Cape Cod Environmental Restoration
Internship.
With the nonproft Friends of Bass
River, in Yarmouth, two student interns
will collect samples, process data from
the Bass River and conduct the scientifc
testing to ascertain if the health of the
ecosystem is improving through the
nonproft’s restoration efforts.
“This opportunity will provide
the interns with hands-on training as
they examine the science behind the
Bass River ecosystem and conduct
valuable research,” says Rogers. “It
will also introduce them to the public
engagement and outreach aspects of
environmental restoration.”

S U M M E R | FA L L 2 0 2 0
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Bedtime
Storyteller
and his daughter Stella turn a
magical bedtime story into a book, and while they’re
at it, raise more than $27,000 to feed those in need.
PATRICK BONNER ’02

BY KIM LAWRENCE | PHOTOS BY NICKI PARDO

ike many children, Stella Bonner sometimes had trouble falling
asleep at night. One thing that always helped—hearing a story,
or more specifcally, she liked hearing her dad’s stories.
“They helped me turn of my brain and gave me something
to dream about,” says Stella of her and her dad’s bedtime routine.
Her favorite story was one that Patrick Bonner ’02 came up with
about four years ago. It was a tale of a young girl who had a magic
pencil that allowed her to write her way into books. Since the story
began, it changed and evolved as it went along and eventually became,
what they called, “Darien the Librarian.”

L
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One summer evening in 2019, Stella—now 10 years
old—suggested that they turn the story into a book. Together,
she and her dad started outlining ideas in note pads and on
Patrick’s phone and soon after began typing chapters.
When COVID-19 struck, the father-daughter duo ramped
up their writing. “We had been writing a little bit each night
and had about four chapters done when quarantine hit. Then
we had all this time together, so we said, ‘Let’s sit down and
really write this,’” says Patrick.
Two hundred pages, 42 chapters and 50,000 words later,
Darien the Librarian was brought to life as a middle grade
fction book. But the story doesn’t end there. At Stella’s
urging, the Bonner family decided to use the new novel as
a fundraiser to help those affected by the pandemic and
ultimately raised over $27,000 for Feeding America.

Goonies Meets Harry Potter
The story of Darien is inspired a bit by the ’80s cult classic
Goonies, and a bit by Harry Potter. There’s magic. There’s
adventure. There’s time travel. There’s good versus evil. And
underlying it all, there’s the bond of friendship and family.
In short, it is about a young girl named Darien who
recently moves to Ocean Point, a fctional version of Scituate,
Mass., where Patrick spent his summers growing up. As
Darien tries to navigate her new life, she stumbles upon a
magical ability to jump in and out of books. This ability is
related to a 30-year-old mystery in the town that then sparks
a series of adventures and discoveries.
There are two time frames in the story. The chapters
alternate between a set of three girls—Inky, Blinky and Ro—
in the late ’80s, years when Patrick was growing up, and
then Darien and her two new friends, Bobby and Kim, in the
present. Eventually, the stories converge.
The converging story line was a deliberate structure. “It
was fun to write about my childhood and Stella’s childhood
at the same time,” says Patrick. Stella notes how her father
explained to her such novelties as landline telephones, Slush
Puppies, penny candy and video rentals.
During Patrick and Stella’s early writing stage, before
quarantine, Stella would bring new pages into school and
read them to her class after recess. The enthusiastic response
from her classmates spurred on the pair’s evening writing
routine. “My class kept us motivated,” says Stella.
When the two hit the occasional writer’s block, they
would take a break. “Stella never runs out. She saw the story
in her head and had a vision. She is a tough editor and kept
the story going. But we would defnitely stop when we had
to,” says Patrick.

12
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Like Father, Like Daughter
A history major and political science minor at Stonehill,
Patrick thought that maybe he would become a teacher, but
when a teaching position didn’t open up after graduation and
he and his then-girlfriend, Genevieve (Soucy) ’02,
wanted to get married, he took a job in insurance and has
been in that feld ever since.
“I always had a thing for creative writing,” Patrick
recalls. As a senior in high school, he wrote a one act play
and later wrote a few screenplays. “I always liked stories
and researched the science of writing—plot and character
development—but I never gave writing the time it deserved.
Once we had kids [along with Stella, Finley (9) and Leo (5)],
I used stories to entertain them.”
When he committed to his oldest daughter on that
summer night that they’d write the book, he knew there was
no turning back. “When you make a promise to your kid,”
he says, “you have to keep it.”
Like her dad, Stella loves stories. She reads—and
sometimes rereads—almost everything she can get her hands
on. Some of her favorite series are Percy Jackson, the Land
of Stories, The Descendants and Little House on the Prairie.
Most recently, she completed the Nancy Drew books.
“My family jokes that I would read the dictionary, so we
actually put that line in our book,” says Stella, who shares
many traits with Darien. In fact, a number of characters and
places in the story are a nod to Bonner family connections,
and some names are those of Stonehill friends. “There is a
character named after Jonathan Palmer ’03, my best friend
from college, and one named after Cindy (Lau) Bonner ’04,
my sister-in-law,” notes Patrick.
Like both her dad and mom, Stella has her sights set on
Stonehill—Class of 2033. Her early thinking is similar to her
dad’s initial intention. “I’d like to be a teacher,” she says.

A “Little” Fundraiser
Inspired by the fundraisers she was seeing on television
during quarantine, Stella wanted to do something to help
those in need. Rather than publishing and selling the
book, the Bonner family decided to do a “little” Facebook
fundraiser to raise funds for Feeding America, a nonproft
nationwide network of food banks that feeds more than
46 million people.
“Honestly, Genevieve and I thought we could maybe raise
$200 from our family and friends. So Stella and I set the goal
at $500 on Facebook and posted that we’ve written this book
and would like to give away digital copies to anyone who
makes a donation to Feeding America,” explains Patrick.

ll

111

A Quarter Of A

MILLION .

“ The book became secondary
to the fundraiser itself.
I think it was the thought of this little
girl giving up something that she
spent so much time and efort on for
the good of other people,” says Patrick
Bonner ’02 of the $27,000 he and
Stella raised for Feeding America.
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In an hour and half, they had raised the $500. By 24
hours later, they had raised $2,000. The Bonners kept
changing the goal, and the media caught wind of it. The
Boston Globe, Patriot Ledger, WCVB-Boston, and an online
parenting website among others—including a television
station in New York City—featured the Bonner’s story and
the donations kept growing.
By the time the fundraiser ended, the book had raised
$27,365 to help feed those in need. That equals more than
a quarter of a million meals donated because of Darien the
Librarian. Stella proudly notes that donations came from all
over New England, New York and New Jersey as well as the
West Coast and Italy, Colombia and China.
“It was nice to see people coming together for a cause,”
Patrick says. “The book became secondary to the fundraiser
itself. I think it was the thought of this little girl giving up
something that she spent so much time and effort on for the
good of other people.”
Patrick is proud of the book, but that pales in comparison
to how proud he and Genevieve are of Stella. In May, the
Bonners were notifed that Stella was nominated for a special
Profles in Courage during the COVID-19 Crisis Award

“WHEN YOU MAKE A PROMISE to

your kid, you have to keep it,” says
Patrick Bonner ’02 of turning a
bedtime story into a book. Here, with
his wife, Genevieve (Soucy) ’02, and
their children, Leo, Stella and Finley.

presented by the John F. Kennedy Presidential Library
and Museum. In August, Facebook COO Sheryl Sandberg
recognized Stella’s imagination, dedication and selfessness
in her own Facebook post and wished her luck with the
award. “Stella’s a really selfess person,” Patrick says. “She
wanted to help.”

To Be Continued
Patrick and Stella are already working on the sequel to Darien
the Librarian, which will focus on Bobby’s character. “The
frst book focused on mothers and daughters. We wanted to
tell a story of strong girls. The second will have a father and
son at the center,” says Patrick of their early vision.
Patrick is also writing a screenplay with Finley, his middle
child, about where imaginary friends go once children no
longer need them. “She has been wanting to write something
but not a book, so we are writing a movie as our project
together,” says Patrick.
“As you can see, I have a lot of writing to do,” he
continues. But he wouldn’t have it any other way. When the
day comes to a close, you’ll fnd Patrick in the spot he most
enjoys—with his kids, telling them bedtime stories.

AN EXCERPT FROM

Darien the Librarian
CHAPTER 41: True Magic

tI

seemed like no matter how crazy the
circumstances, parents are going to
act like parents, and in Darien’s case,
that meant…

“My parents really are dorks. Sorry about that,” Darien
said, thumbs tucked underneath the straps of her
backpack. Her mom had told her when she walked like
that, it made her elbows fare out and she looked like a
chicken. She had made a point of reminding herself not
to do it the frst couple days of school. But she was with
one of her best friends now, and she didn’t care how she
looked.
“Your parents are cool,” said Bobby. “And your mom
reminds me a lot of my dad, actually. He had a way of
having these little in-jokes with a lot of people. So, I know
she wasn’t teasing me. ”
“Really?” said Darien. “I hope that’s OK…I hope it
doesn’t upset you. Talking about your dad, I mean.” It was
the frst time they really talked about his father. He had
been so honest and open about things in his letter,
she was starting to wonder if he had written it thinking
he’d never give it to her…or at least would never be able
to talk about it with her if he did give it to her. “Bobby, your
letter was—”
“I know. It was a little much. I just wanted it to be
genuine enough…to work, ya know? I wasn’t sure if it
would or it wouldn’t. But you, ah—You’re special. And like
I said,” he took a deep breath. “You make me feel brave.”
That hung between them as they walked up the street.
Darien had no idea what to say. So Bobby broke the
silence he had created.
“Man, how cool is it that you literally are magic?
Or like, have magic powers or something?” he said with
a huge grin.
“It’s pretty crazy!” Darien smiled. “But as long as
you’re saying such nice things…I think I have to tell you
something. Something I fgured out after I read your letter.”
“What?” Bobby asked.
“I’m not sure if my magic…or powers…or whatever
it is—I’m not sure if it works without you,” Darien said.
Bobby stopped dead in his tracks on the sidewalk.
“Say what?”

“Well, I didn’t fnd your letter right away. I tried
jumping back into some old newspapers, and it didn’t
work. I was down in the basement of the library,
surrounded by all these magazines and newspapers on
one side of the room…and all these frst edition books
on the other. Everything we had been able to jump
into before…together.” She paused as he looked at her,
confused but enthralled.
“I tried everything to…I don’t know—channel my
energy or summon my powers—it sounds crazy, I don’t
even know what to call it. But nothing worked. The only
story I was able to jump into without you around…
was yours.” She patted him on the shoulder and started
walking again up the sidewalk.
Bobby was absolutely stunned. He was so
fabbergasted by the realization, so lost in thought about
what it could mean, that he had to run to catch up to
Darien.
“You’re not being serious…are you???” he asked, half
out of breath.
Darien smiled at him. “I didn’t really put it together
until I thought about when we all jumped back to that
night at the lighthouse.” She could see Bobby looked
confused. “Kim could barely swim. She was dragging me
under, and then you held onto her hand and she turned
into like…a mermaid. The only times I’ve ever jumped into
books or any other kind of story have been with you. So
who knows.” She shrugged. She was having fun blowing
his mind with the revelation.
But then she thought about it a little more, stopped
walking again and turned to him. “I will say this, though.
I thought for a long time—and now I completely,
absolutely, no-doubt-about-it believe that there’s magic
inside of all of us. And we all just need to fnd the right way
to let it out. So thanks for helping me fnd it.”
She smiled at Bobby. And he had nothing clever to
say and nothing to add. So the two of them just started
walking back up the street together in a comfortable,
welcome silence.

Want to Read More of Darien the Librarian?
Patrick and Stella’s book is now available on Amazon
Kindle and in paperback.
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A Basic
Requirement
for Life

Five Alumni
Working on the
Food Crisis

FARM HELP Desa VanLaarhoven ’01
and Beth Cronin ’20 at Round the
Bend Farm in Dartmouth.

ALL PHOTOS BY NICKI PARDO

F

BY TRACEY PALMER
OOD INSECURITY. It’s become one of those

buzzword phrases. But what does it
actually mean? The USDA introduced
the language in 2006 and defned it as
the disruption of food intake or eating patterns
because of lack of money and other resources. In
human terms, it means you’re not sure if you can
aford or get access to enough food to feed your
family next week. It means you have to choose
between buying medication and buying groceries.
It means hunger is right around the corner.
A number of factors can infuence your
likelihood of sufering from food insecurity,
including income, employment, race, ethnicity and
disability. It can be long term or temporary, but it
doesn’t take much to push people into a food crisis.
Layofs at work, unexpected car maintenance or an
accident on the job can suddenly force a family to
choose between buying groceries and paying rent.
Since the pandemic outbreak and ensuing
fnancial downturn, millions of Americans have
found themselves facing uncertainty and anxiety
about accessing and afording food. And just as
the virus has disproportionately afected people of
color, so too have issues surrounding their ability
to obtain healthy food. While food insecurity has
traditionally afected lower-income people, many
middle-class families are also experiencing this
trauma for the frst time.
Before the pandemic, about 37.2 million
Americans were potentially food insecure. Over the
next 12 months, experts predict as many as 54.3
million Americans will be food insecure—a 46%
increase. The United Nations World Food Program
estimates that COVID-19 will double the number of
people sufering from a food crisis globally, pushing
the total to 265 million.
The numbers are dire, but if you look beyond the
headlines, you’ll quickly realize that there is hope.
In every city and town in America, people who run
local farms and food pantries are stepping up to
help. In Southeastern Massachusetts and beyond,
Stonehill alumni are working on the forefront of the
efort to end food insecurity.

“We know that to be sustainable, we have
to share. And we know that we can all make
the world a better place.”— Desa VanLaarhoven ’01
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Desa VanLaarhoven ’01
Round the Bend Farm
Dartmouth, Massachusetts
In Dartmouth, Round the Bend Farm, A Center for
Restorative Community (RTB), is more than just a place that
grows produce. With Desa VanLaarhoven at the helm, it is
a thriving community that strives to address the root causes
of the multiple crises of climate, energy and food insecurity
on both the global and local levels. RTB’s core mission is to
redefne wealth, value diversity and model nature using the
basic tenets of sustainability— resiliency, zero-waste design,
circular economy, diversity and spirituality.
“We believe that everything on this planet is
interconnected,” says VanLaarhoven. “We know that to be
sustainable, we have to share. And we know that we can all
make the world a better place.”
When COVID-19 took hold in March, it never occurred
to VanLaarhoven not to take action. “I felt like we’d been
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preparing for the moment since we built the farm,” she says.
Based on 15 years of work building relationships with civic
leaders in the region, VanLaarhoven knew that many of the
people facing food insecurity on the South Coast were lowincome families of color.
As the child of a diverse family herself—she has two
adopted siblings, one African American and Korean and
one Korean—she grew up acutely aware of implicit bias and
systemic racism. The last thing she wanted to be was the
presumptuous white woman coming to the rescue. Within
days of her decision to act, she partnered with the CEOs of
three nonprofts in New Bedford—all women of color—to
supply and distribute a free weekly share of healthy food
to about 130 families on the South Coast. They named the
initiative Manifest Love.
“We all believe in systemic change,” VanLaarhoven says
of her partners. “And we couldn’t have accomplished any of
this without each other.”

“I’m seeing how everything is
interconnected. What we do is so
much more than farming. Food
is medicine...and life.”— Beth Cronin ’20
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Elizabeth Cronin ’20
TerraCorps
Dartmouth, Massachusetts
Following in her fellow alumna’s footsteps, Beth Cronin has
joined Desa VanLaarhoven at Round the Bend Farm (RTB),
serving in a TerraCorps position. All it took was one feld trip
with her Stonehill Sustainable Agriculture class, and Cronin
was hooked. “All I said was, I need to work here,” she says.
Raised in Holliston, Cronin has always felt at home
around farms. Her passion for agriculture blossomed at a
young age, when she joined a local 4H organization. At
Stonehill, she worked with Bridget Lawrence-Meigs on the
College’s farm [see sidebar on The Farm at Stonehill on
page 20]. A study abroad experience in Monteverde, Costa
Rica, during her junior year solidifed her commitment to
sustainability, permaculture and environmental education.
Because of the pandemic, Cronin moved directly to RTB
after her graduation in May, to live on the farm while she
completed her 11-month service with TerraCorps. Run
by AmeriCorps, TerraCorps places emerging leaders in
communities to work on land conservation and education.
With much of the farm’s education efforts on hold because
of the pandemic, Cronin doesn’t get to spend as much time
teaching in RTB’s school as she’d like. Most of her time is
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spent working on curriculum, coordinating farm help and
assisting with the farm’s free food share, Manifest Love. On
top of earning a living stipend and eating community meals
on the farm, Cronin lives in a tiny house on the property.
“I’ve been learning an incredible amount at Round the
Bend,” says Cronin. “Especially during this crisis, I’m seeing
how everything is interconnected. What we do is so much
more than farming. Food is medicine…and life.”
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Thomas MacDonald ’80
Harvest on Vine
Charlestown, Massachusetts
Tom MacDonald began working at St. Mary-St. Catherine of
Siena Parish in Charlestown in 2003. One of the frst things
he did as director of social ministries was help launch a food
pantry. “The pastor and I immediately identifed a need in the
neighborhood––food insecurity—and we started Harvest on
Vine,” says MacDonald. The pantry began with seven clients.
Today, it serves more than 800 families.
Since the onset of COVID-19, Harvest on Vine has doubled
the tonnage of food it distributes each month. Not only has the
number of families who need food increased, but the amount
of food they need has grown because many more family
members are at home. “The working poor, who once used
the pantry as a stopgap, now use it as a primary food source
because they’ve lost their jobs at places like the Encore casino,
TD Garden and surrounding businesses,” says MacDonald.
While the unemployment rate in Massachusetts has
dropped recently, it remains one of the highest in the nation.
This doesn’t bode well for MacDonald’s pantry clients.
“The number of families that are new and returning
is daunting,” he says. “We had more than 500 families
come through over the summer and probably distributed
somewhere in the neighborhood of 15,000 to 17,000 pounds
of food. This is a 100% increase in the number of families
who frequented the pantry this time last year.”
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Sean Moran ’13
One Acre Fund
Kakamega, Kenya
It’s a bitter irony. A majority of the world’s hungriest people
are farmers. More than 50 million smallholder farmers in
sub-Saharan Africa are locked in annual cycles of hunger and
food insecurity because they’re unable to grow enough food
to feed their families. Sean Moran is playing his small part to
solve that problem.
“I’m attracted to interesting and meaningful challenges,”
says Moran, Kenya systems division director at One Acre
Fund, “like how to address this injustice in a fnancially
sustainable way.”

FARMS AND FOOD PANTRIES

[Clockwise from top left] Beth
Cronin ’20 is serving in a TerraCorps
position at Round the Bend Farm
in Dartmouth. v Tom MacDonald ’80
is the director of Harvest on Vine,
a food pantry in Charlestown.
v Sean Moran ’13 works for One Acre
Fund in Kenya. v Dennis Carman ’82
is president and CEO of the United
Way of Greater Plymouth County.

THE FARM at Stonehill
IN 2011, STONEHILL ESTABLISHED a farm in response

to food access issues in neighboring Brockton.
Since its inception, students and staf
who work at the 1.5 acre farm have grown
and distributed over 95,000 pounds of fresh
organic produce, thanks to relationships with
partner organizations—the Easton Food
Pantry, the David Jon Louison Family Center
of the Old Colony YMCA, My Brother’s Keeper,
Father Bill’s and MainSpring, as well as the
Brockton Neighborhood Health Center (BNHC),
where together they operate a Mobile Market.
Farm Director and Educator Bridget Lawrence-Meigs
estimates that the produce reaches the tables of about
400 people each week during the growing season—
people who may not otherwise have access to locally and
organically grown food.
During the pandemic, the number of families in need
has increased dramatically. “COVID-19 has shed light on
how important our food producers are and has inspired
people to think about where their food comes from,”
says Lawrence-Meigs. “It’s my hope that these interests
will deepen and more of us will start to ask important
questions about the food that nourishes us—how it was
grown, who grew it, how many resources were used to
transport it from feld to plate and how we can all make
choices each day to support a food system that is more
just, fair, equitable, humane and sustainable.”
In addition to growing food, The Farm serves as a living
classroom for students of all majors who volunteer, intern
or take classes there. “They learn about the environmental,
social and economic issues connected to our food system
and how they can help support the health of the planet
and all people by working to create lasting solutions,”
explains Lawrence-Meigs.
Celia Dolan ’19 is one of a number of student volunteers
who have continued to work on food justice issues after
graduation—frst as the assistant manager at The Farm
and now as a full-time associate with My Brother’s Keeper,
where she delivers food and furniture to families in need.
“Each day, I am reminded of something I learned at
The Farm, especially now with the increased need for food
access,” says Dolan. “Food touches so many aspects of
people’s lives, from their health to their ability to focus in
school to racial issues—it is central to life and wellness.”
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FARM PRODUCERS [Top, L to R]
Owen DeGraaf ’21, Farm Director
Bridget Lawrence-Meigs, Olivia
Reed ’21 and Joseph Weber ’22
prepare food for Mobile Market
bags. v [Middle] Weber and Celia
Dolan ’19 with freshly picked
produce. v [Bottom] The Farm’s
locally and organically grown food
reaches about 400 people each
week during the growing season.

One Acre Fund is a nonproft social enterprise that
supplies fnancing and training to help one million
smallholder farmers in Burundi, Malawi, Kenya, Tanzania,
Rwanda and Uganda grow their way out of hunger and build
lasting pathways to prosperity.
“Food is one of the basic requirements for life,” says
Moran. “It’s inconceivable to me that we can put people
on the moon, invent self-driving cars and make all sorts of
scientifc achievements, but people around the world still
experience food insecurity.”
Moran oversees a team of 160 that normally procures
and delivers about 30,000 metric tons of supplies each year,
manages about 15 warehouses across Kenya, makes sure
call center agents are available to assist clients and ensures
that client data is accurate and safe. As the pandemic spread
to Africa, Moran found himself in the center of a massive
public health effort.
In March, Moran and his team were in the midst of
delivering fertilizers and other crucial supplies needed for
the growing season. They quickly worked to collapse 25
days of deliveries into nine days. “It was one of the most
impressive work outcomes I’ve been a part of,” says Moran.
“Everybody was laser focused on how to accomplish the goal
at hand.”
In the months since then, Moran and his team have been
reevaluating many aspects of their operations. “We’re dealing
with the same uncertainty the rest of the world is,” he says.
“How can we continue our operations as safely as possible?
How bad will the pandemic be in three, six, nine months?
How will our clients react to the situation? What government
regulations are likely to be in place?”
While One Acre Fund is not a health organization, it has
deep delivery expertise and trusted community ties. These
are the tools they used to respond to the emerging needs
of farmers during the pandemic. In many of the countries
the organization serves, less than 15% of homes have basic
hand-washing facilities.
With Moran’s help, One Acre Fund’s procurement teams
reached out to suppliers to procure some fve million pounds
of soap, which they delivered to one million farmers for
free. The nonproft hopes to reach more than three million
households in the coming year.
“Smallholder farmers are critical to global food security,”
Moran says. “When global supply chains fail or become
slower or riskier, it’s even more important that communities
can feed themselves and their neighbors through local
marketplaces.”
Pandemic aside, smallholder farming is a risky business.
The average smallholder farmer works three-quarters of
an acre by hand. Drought, fooding, pests and disease are
always threats. But the biggest threat, Moran believes, is the
climate crisis. “Unfortunately, all of the risks farmers face
are compounded by climate change. Moving forward, most
stories about food security will also be related to climate.”
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Dennis Carman ’82
United Way of Greater Plymouth County
Brockton, Massachusetts
As president and CEO of United Way of Greater
Plymouth County (UWGPC), Dennis Carman is the leader
of a regional nonproft that collaborates with various other
nonproft organizations and government agencies to solve
problems regarding homelessness, unemployment, education,
health services and food insecurity.
Even before COVID-19, food insecurity was an increasing
problem in Plymouth County, Carman says. Since the
pandemic and ensuing economic crisis, the problem has been
signifcantly magnifed. In fact, according to Project Bread,
food pantries and soup kitchens in Greater Plymouth County
have seen a 300% increase in hungry families and individuals
coming on a regular basis for food.

“But why are we accepting that this is
a normal thing for people to have to
do? In the richest country in the world,
why can’t we get to a place where
people can provide food for their own
families?”—Dennis Carman ’82
“In the past, it was one in 13 people coming for help,”
notes Carman. “Now, it’s something like one in nine, and
one in fve for families from diverse backgrounds.”
UWGPC directly supports food pantries run by Catholic
Charities South, the Charity Guild and the Salvation Army
in Brockton and Plymouth. Carman is all for providing
emergency funding and support during the crisis, but looking
ahead, he hopes our communities will fnd longer-term, more
sustainable solutions.
“There are real needs, and we need to respond to them,”
Carman says. “But why are we accepting that this is a
normal thing for people to have to do? In the richest country
in the world, why can’t we get to a place where people can
provide food for their own families?”
As people from diverse racial backgrounds are facing
greater and deeper challenges from the pandemic and
economic uncertainties, UWGPC, under Carman’s
leadership, is committed to paying signifcantly greater
attention and sensitivity to the issues of race, equity and
justice as they design next-step solutions.
“Right now, we need to move to a longer-term recovery
model,” says Carman. “We need to be talking about deeper,
systemic solutions.”
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SO THAT

ALL CAN

LEARN

New Inclusive Education Master’s Degree Prepares Teachers
to Create Opportunity for All Students
BY MAURA KING SCULLY
22
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OBERT MULVEY ’12, M’20 had a degree

in business from Stonehill and was
working as a project manager for an
electrical contractor. It was a good
job, but his heart wasn’t in it. What he
really wanted to do was teach elementary school.
“I believe in the value of public education,”
Mulvey says. “You’re shaping young minds and
educating students to become citizens.” Making
a career change, however, is challenging. When
he saw that Stonehill was launching a graduate
education program, however, it pushed him
to take the leap. “I knew Stonehill had a solid
reputation in education. I also knew the College
was small enough that I’d get personal attention
from professors.”
Mulvey started the Special Education master’s
degree program in May 2019, which was reenvisioned and relaunched as the Inclusive
Education Master’s Degree in January 2020.
The change made sense to Mulvey. “All of the
courses were geared toward creating an inclusive
environment to reach all learners,” he says.
Director of Graduate Education Elizabeth Stringer
Keefe was the driving force behind the change. “I started at
Stonehill with the frst cohort of students in May 2019 and
began the work of creating and naming the new program
right away,” she says. “I knew I wanted Stonehill to be a
leader.” A former faculty member at Curry College and
Lesley University, Stringer Keefe also knew that K-to-12
schools were way ahead of teacher preparation programs in
paying attention to diversity and inclusivity. Developing a
curriculum that would prepare teachers to address cultural,
racial, ethnic and gender identity in the classroom would
not only meet a critical needed, it would also give Stonehill a
competitive edge.
Leading with Strength

In recruiting students for the new program, Dean of Graduate
Admission Melissa Ratliff has found this to be true. “When
I talk to candidates, I tell them to compare our program
against other graduate education programs out there. We’re
intentionally different. We meet the state standards, plus.”
When the program relaunched in January, Stonehill hosted
a breakfast for area school districts; 27 sent representatives.
Inquiries for the Inclusive Education master’s degree
immediately surged, with admissions for the fall tripling.

“I believe in the value of public
education. You’re shaping young
minds and educating students
to become citizens.”—Robert Mulvey ’12, M’20
The program’s strong start is good news to Dean of Arts
& Sciences Peter Ubertaccio but no surprise. “Our strategy
with graduate offerings is to build on our strengths. Our
initial licensure program in education is strong. We know
that graduate education programs are in demand and that
inclusive pedagogy is an area of growth. Inclusive practices
are more than just buzz words—they have to be taken
seriously,” he says.
The rapid shift to all-online instruction necessitated by
COVID-19 shone a spotlight on these very issues. “At this
moment in time, we are very conscious of our inclination to
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‘other’ particular groups,” says Stringer Keefe. “I have seen
for a long time that we were ‘othering’ kids with disabilities.
When schools closed in March, that inequity was on full
display—for many groups of students.”
Mulvey, who was working as a paraprofessional in
Stoughton at the time, saw this frsthand. “There were
students we saw once or twice on Google Meet. We
asked ourselves—do they not have the right technologies?
What additional home supports may be benefcial?” he

“At this moment in time, we are
very conscious of our inclination
to ‘other’ particular groups.”
—Professor Elizabeth Stringer Keefe
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asks. “In this program, we’re learning about closing the gaps
that have plagued the public education system for decades
so that we can get back on track to move in one direction:
forward.”
Learning While Earning

Another of the program’s points of distinction is the Stonehill
Teacher Residency Program, where master’s candidates work
full time in partner school districts while taking courses. “We
now have fve or six sites where we can place students for a
year,” says Stringer Keefe. “These partners will either pay
students a stipend or provide tuition support. We know that
this support is particularly key in recruiting candidates of
color.”
This includes Sydney Jordan ’19, M’21, who is doing
her residency at the South Shore Educational Collaborative
(SSEC) in Hingham. “The opportunity to get a master’s while
working at the same time was huge for me,” she says. “It
makes it affordable, doable and accessible. As a person of
color, I can tell you that inclusivity and diversity is important
not just in school but also in life. It’s important for students
of color to see successful adults of color.
“I’m interested in fguring out how we make our
classrooms more inclusive so that all students are being
heard,” Jordan continues. “I’m glad that Stonehill is working
to make education more diverse.”
SSEC Director of Student Services Dr. Patty Mason
sees a big advantage in becoming a partner site. “Working
with teacher candidates will give us new ideas for our own
program. When you are mentoring student teachers, it forces
you to think about your own practice and refect upon it.
What could we be doing differently or better?” she asks.
In addition, Mason notes that SSEC teachers will also gain
access to professional development through speakers and
other programming at Stonehill.
And for the master’s candidates, “a year is so much more
benefcial than a semester,” she says. “It gives the Stonehill
students the opportunity to see how kids evolve, change and
make progress over the course of the year.”
In the Randolph Public School District, another
partner site, “there’s a huge need for more qualifed
paraprofessionals,” adds Alpha Sanford, director of special
education and student services. Also called instructional aides
or teacher assistants, paraprofessionals provide different
kinds of support that help make classrooms more inclusive.
“Having master’s candidates in paraprofessional positions
means our students will beneft from more pedagogical
expertise. And if we have job openings while Stonehill
students are still fnishing their degrees, they could interview
for those positions. They’d have an edge.”
Sanford is enthusiastic about the Inclusive Education
master’s degree. “This is the program that every would-be
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“I’m interested in fguring out how
we make our classrooms more
inclusive so that all students are
being heard.”—Sydney Jordan ’19, M’21
educator needs,” she says. “Looking at the curriculum,
this is what every teacher should know so that they
are more prepared for the joys and challenges of the
public school setting. If we had job openings, I would
prioritize candidates from Stonehill because of this
master’s degree.”
Indeed, Mulvey, who just started a job as a special
education teacher in the Brookline Public Schools,
found himself to be competitive in the job market.
He’s pleased for himself and for his alma mater. “I’m
feeling fortunate to start implementing what I’ve learned
through the program and impacting student learning.
And I also feel this master’s program has the potential
to do great things for Stonehill—to propel the College
forward and continue to build its reputation.”

ONE OF THE ADVANTAGES of being a new master’s program
is the ability to respond quickly to changes in the
environment. The COVID-19 pandemic—which pushed
all instruction online almost overnight—was one of those
changes.
Director of Graduate Education Elizabeth Stringer
Keefe’s spring course, Curricular Innovations and Assistive
Technology, defnitely had that ripped- from-theheadlines feel. “When schools shut down for in-person
instruction, I said I can’t go back to my old syllabus,”
explains Stringer Keefe, author of Remixing the Curriculum:
The Teacher’s Guide to Technology in the Classroom and
Reclaiming Accountability in Teacher Education. “Suddenly
teachers, many of whom had no technology training,
were forced to teach online…I knew that our teacher
candidates would need those skills to be well prepared for
the feld.”
Stringer Keefe retooled the course to give students
practice in planning and teaching both synchronous and
asynchronous lessons, providing highly specifc coaching
and feedback weekly.
Students appreciated the preparation. “Dr. Stringer
Keefe is so knowledgeable. She looks at what’s going
on in the world and prepares us for that,” says
Waverly Cifolillo ’18, M’20, who now teaches
in Stoughton. “When we went remote,
she had us create our own remote
lessons. Then she recruited as many
students as she could to attend the
online sessions: she reached out to
neighboring districts to share the
lesson schedules with parents. The
practice was invaluable.”
The experience was so powerful
that Stringer Keefe turned it into a
research article, “Learning to Practice
Digitally: Advancing Preservice
Teachers’ Preparation via Virtual
Teaching and Coaching,” and submitted
it to the Journal of Technology and Teacher
Education. The peer-reviewed journal received
more than 300 submissions for its fall 2020 issue;
hers was one of 30 chosen for publication.
“Candidates who develop digital literacy and have
supported experiences teaching virtually will be better
prepared for future school closures, which given the
current situation, seems more of a certainty than
possibility,” she writes in the article’s conclusion. “This
international health crisis has put many of education’s
shortcomings on full display, not the least of which is the
urgent need to embrace digital technology as part of
teacher preparation and digital teaching competencies as
part of teacher preparation program outcomes.”
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1111111111 Skyhawk Talk

Football
Celebrates
50 Years
•••••••••••••
ON SEPTEMBER 18, 1970, Coach

David Knight wrote in a letter
to Stonehill’s frst football team,
“The efort of a keen mind, a
prepared intellect, a capable and
ft body, and a heart flled with
spirit will be richly rewarded as
you meet the tests of the future
weeks and years.”
Since that day over 50 years ago,
football at Stonehill has continued to
grow, develop and excel. The founders
of the frst football club—with a team
roster of close to 40 players along with
a volunteer head coach, three assistant
coaches and a trainer—helped pave the
way for the thriving program at the
College today.
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“It started with a bunch of guys
sitting in the Student Union wanting to
put a football team together,” recalls
Mark Welch ’71, who served as the
president of the Stonehill Football Club
in its frst year.
With the College focused on
basketball at the time, the idea of a
football program wasn’t met with
enthusiasm or support from the
administration. The frst team took it
upon themselves to establish a program.
Keeping costs as lean as possible,
the players fundraised with mixers,
raffes, pass-the-hat rallies and guest
speaker events to buy used equipment
and uniforms. According to some
recollections, a few players even washed
airplanes at Logan Airport, donating
their wages to the program.
In that frst year, the team purchased
and wore powder blue jerseys with
maroon trim, the uniforms of a
disbanded Long Island football team.
Nicknamed the “Knights,” the team
practiced and played on the old Eldon

B. Keith Field at Brockton High School.
While this home feld was overgrown,
it had bleachers and goal posts and
players lined the feld before each game.
lll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

“The real amazing thing is
that it is still going on—that
thing we started..., somehow
managed to evolve into
something real. And that
is a great accomplishment.”
— Mark Welch ’71, First Football Club President
lll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The Knights played six games that
frst season, against Worcester State
College, Western New England College,
Bristol Community College, Boston
State College, Saint Michael’s College
and Assumption College.
Five games into the season, the
Knights had their frst and only win,
in a 14-12 home game against St.
Michael’s on October 31, 1970.

GO FIGURE!

Stonehill
Skyhawks
•••••••••••••••

IN 1988, football became a varsity
sport at Stonehill, racking up
numerous accomplishments and
milestones throughout the years.

3.0 Six straight semesters with

a team GPA of 3.0 or better under head
coach Eli Gardner.

7 Area organizations the football team
THEN AND NOW [L to R] The 1970 Stonehill
Knights. v [Center] Tight End Anthony Fagan ’24.

v Stonehill’s frst football coach, David Knight.
v [Below, Top to Bottom] Defensive Back Darryn
Hylton ’23. v Tight End Jack Fields ’21.

“It was amazing that we felded
a team in the frst place, even more
amazing that we won a game. We
worked hard; we put a lot of time
and effort into the program,” says
Welch, refecting on that win. “I can’t
even begin to describe how happy we
all felt after we won that game.”
The following year, the team
competed in the Eastern Collegiate
Club Football Conference and
achieved a winning record of 4-2.
On campus, the College provided
an acre to set up a home football
feld, located where the Sally Blair
Ames Sports Complex is today.
Nearly two decades later, in 1988,
Stonehill football offcially moved
from a club sport to a varsity sport.
“The real amazing thing is that it
is still going on—that thing that we
started all those years ago, somehow
managed to evolve into something
real,” says Welch of the progression
of Stonehill football. “And that is a
great accomplishment.”

has volunteered its time with during
their twice a year community service days,
which started in 2017.

1,000 Stonehill has had four 1,000-

yard rushers in the program’s varsity era,
including All-America junior RB Justin Felder
’22, who set a program record with 1,349
yards in 2019 and became the program’s
frst Harlon Hill Trophy candidate.

9–2 Stonehill posted a program-

best 9-2 overall record under coach Connie
Driscoll in 1995 to win its third ECFC
Championship. The year was highlighted
by a dramatic 39-36 victory that ended
rival Bentley’s 30-game winning streak and
handed the Falcons their frst home loss
in over four years. Boston Globe columnist
Bob Ryan covered the game and wrote
about the grit, passion and competition
between the two rivals.

2005 W.B. Mason Stadium opened

on September 10 with a 17-13 win over Pace
on Timothy J. Coughlin ’80 Memorial Field.

2013

Stonehill won a share of its
frst NE10 Regular Season Championship
with an 8-3 record, competing in its frst
NE10 Championship Game at American
International.
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1111111111

Alumni Community

APRIL

Alumni Events
Go Virtual

4 /15

4/24

Surviving
Remote Learning
with Professor
Elizabeth Stringer
Keefe

Children’s
Story Hour
with Kate
(Monahan)
Hanscom ’05

•••••••••••••••••
and households
around the country went into quarantine
last spring, the Ofce of Alumni Engagement
swiftly kicked into high gear, planning a
variety of virtual programming to engage,
inform and entertain alumni families.
WHEN THE CAMPUS CLOSED
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VIRTUAL EVENTS APRIL THROUGH SEPTEMBER 2020

“We wanted to be a resource for our alumni
during an uncertain time, so we pivoted from events
that were 100% in-person to events that were 100%
virtual,” notes Jennifer (Moura) Silva ’93, associate
director of alumni engagement.
From mid-April through September, the ofce
hosted 24 virtual events, ranging from children’s
story hours and cooking demonstrations to exercise
classes and career advice—all of which were led
by alumni speakers from across class years as well
as Stonehill faculty and staf. Most notably, alumni
from 28 states, Washington, D.C., the U.S. Virgin
Islands, Turkey, Spain and Finland participated in
the virtual programs.
“Through Zoom, we’ve been able to connect in
a meaningful way with alumni who often can’t make
it back to campus for in-person events,” says Silva.
“Of course, we very much look forward to hosting
alumni on campus once it is safe to do so, but we will
continue to ofer virtual events for those who live far
away or those who enjoy logging on to a program.”
Joseph Knipper ’75, who lives in New Jersey, has
attended several of the virtual events. “The Character
Matters program with Mark Leinweaver ’97 was
particularly relevant to my job as a teacher in a high
school that has a prominent basketball program.
I texted with Mark after the event to explore doing
a similar program at our school. Without this type
of programming, I would have never made this
connection,” says Knipper. “I deeply appreciate these
virtual events that have given alumni a way to stay
connected to the College and to each other.”
If you’d like to learn more about our virtual
programming, visit stonehillalumni.org or email
alumni@stonehill.edu to receive a weekly virtual
alumni engagement newsletter.
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5/14

5/15

Get ft with
GOLD
featuring 3G
System Fitness and
Kristen Kennedy
Smith ’14 of
Afrmations and
Innovations LLC

Trivia: Cocktails
and Kahoot!

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

5/27
Feng Shui 101
with Mary
(Hearst) Egan ‘05

lll111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

6/4

6/18

Getting
LinkedIn
with Sara Polcari

Building
Success–Get
a Sponsor,
Be a Sponsor
with Jacquelyn
Tracy ’88
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7/23

7/24

Story Hour
and Book Talk
with
Patrick ’02 and
Stella Bonner

Get Fit
with
Natalie (Bono)
Bayersdorfer ’00
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8/27

8/27

Alumni Author
Book Talk
with Kathleen
(Hilliker)
Burkinshaw ’90

Class of 2020
Slideshow
Watch Party

4/30

5/8

Work/Life
Balance:
Working from
Home
with Laura
(Mitchell)
Treonze ’96

Guided
Meditation
with Jessica Greene

""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""(""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""

5/9
Stonehill
CommUNITY 5K
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

5/29

6/2

Class of 1975
Virtual Happy
Hour
at Brother Mike’s

Peak
Performance
Under Pressure
with Bill
Driscoll ’68

Class of 1970
Zoom Cocktail
Party
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll~lll11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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6/25

7/15

Making the
Shift—The
Mindset to
Change Careers
with Laura
(Mitchell)
Treonze ’96

Summer is Here!
Now What?
with Professor
Elizabeth Stringer
Keefe
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8/6

8/18

Leadership
During COVID-19
with Prof. Peter
Langton ’90

Quarantine
Cooking
with Linda
Carucci ’77

Class of 1970
Zoom Party

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111~1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

f
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9/17

9/24

Character
Matters
with Mark
Leinweaver ’97

Admission
Legacy
Session
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1111111111 Class

Four for Three
••••••••••••••••••••••
LAST JANUARY, three new Alumni Council ofcers
began their three-year term. Here, they each
answer four questions about their new roles,
giving back and their Stonehill experience.
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

President
Jacquelyn
Tracy ’88
DAY JOB: Partner

at Mandel and
Tracy, LLC
YEARS VOLUNTEERING
AT STONEHILL: 32

What are you most excited
about in your new role?

I am excited to meet
even more alumni. With
COVID-19, we had to pivot
our programming and
outreach to use electronic
means. This has provided
us with the opportunity
to connect with alums in a

Home! Whenever I drive
onto campus—even though
it looks diferent from when
I graduated—I always feel
like I am coming home.

larger geographic area—
even internationally.

How has your Stonehill
experience shaped your life?

What should the Stonehill
community know about the
Alumni Council?

My frst job came from a lead
from Career Services. KPMG,
a global audit, tax and
advisory frm, was looking
for individuals who were not
accounting majors. I ended
up taking the job, sitting for
the CPA exam and getting
licensed. I worked for KPMG
until I started my own frm
in 2006. I never would have
had that opportunity and
ultimately wouldn’t have my
own frm today without that
lead from Career Services
and that frst job.

We are here to represent
our fellow alums, and any
alum can—and should—
get involved. We host
programming, ranging
from career assistance and
volunteer opportunities to
purely social events. We raise
funds and select recipients
for alumni scholarships,
and the Council serves as
an advisory board to the
College.
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Vice President
Zachary
Ennis ’08
DAY JOB: Social
Studies Teacher
at West
Bridgewater MiddleSenior High School
YEARS VOLUNTEERING AT
STONEHILL: 12

Why did you join the
executive board?

Since I graduated in 2008,
I have been active in the

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED

in getting involved, email
alumni@stonehill.edu.
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Alumni Council, most
recently serving as chair of
the GOLD committee. I have
greatly enjoyed working
with other alumni and
staying current with what
is happening on campus. I
also like thinking creatively
about how to engage alums.
When you think of Stonehill,
what is the frst thing that
comes to mind?

Community, community,
community! There is
so much love, support,
connection and
collaboration among
students, faculty, staf and
alumni.
What activities were you
involved in as a student?
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Treasurer
Stacia
Silvia ’08

When you think of Stonehill,
what is the frst thing that
comes to mind?

I was an Orientation leader
for three years, photo
editor of The Summit, staf
photographer for the ACRES
yearbook and participated
in the SURE program for two
summers.
How has your Stonehill
experience shaped your life?

I met many of my closest
friends, discovered my
passions and nurtured
my personality while at
Stonehill. Further, the
College reinforced my
values of truth, compassion,
community and hard work.
In short, Stonehill helped
me better understand who
I am, what I love and how I
interact with the world.

DAY JOB:

Director of
Foundation
Relations and
Development Operations at
MAB Community Services
YEARS VOLUNTEERING AT
STONEHILL: 5

What are you most excited about
in your new role?

The Alumni Council gives me
an opportunity to give back to
Stonehill. It’s one more way I
can say thank you for all that the
College has given to me. Being
on the executive committee
allows me to dive even deeper.
I see it as my responsibility to
ensure that my fellow alums are
informed.
How do you make the time to
give back?

I have no idea! But really, the
Ofce of Alumni Engagement
makes volunteering possible.
They are incredible. They
manage so much and keep us
all moving.
What was your favorite spot on
campus as a student?

My favorite memories of
campus are walking around
in the early morning or early
evening. The campus is always
beautiful, but it is especially so
when it is quiet and peaceful.
How has your Stonehill
experience shaped your life?

Stonehill put me on the path
that I am on today. Thanks
to the classes I took and the
volunteer opportunities in
which I engaged, my career has
been in the nonproft sector. I
am grateful to know that my
work positively impacts lives
every day.

Class Notes

1962

Rev. Leo Polselli, C.S.C.
celebrated the 50th anniversary of
his ordination to the priesthood.
In June of 1970, Bishop James
Gerrard ordained Fr. Polselli at Holy
Rosary Church in Fall River. To mark
the occasion, a Mass was held at
Stonehill on June 29. For the last
20 years, Fr. Polselli has been with
Family Rosary at Holy Cross Family
Ministries in Easton.

1965

Joseph Sollitto joined the frm of
Brush, Flanders & Moriarty, LLC in
West Tisbury. Sollitto was formerly
the Dukes County Superior Court
clerk for 42 years.

1967

Francis Bingham retired from
Mass Farm Bureau Insurance
after more than 46 years with
the company.

1970

Thomas Lamonte retired as
an environmental analyst at
the Massachusetts Department
of Environmental Protection.
Lamonte holds a certifcate of
advanced study in rehabilitation
counseling from Assumption
College and a master’s degree in
environmental policy from Tufts
University.

1973

John “Jay” Lynch was honored
with a Lifetime Achievement
Award from the Massachusetts
Nonproft Network. Lynch has
served as the executive director
of the Brockton area Arc, which
serves children and adults with
intellectual and developmental
disabilities and their families,
since 1991. v Rev. James Phalan,
C.S.C., the national director of
Family Rosary, was featured in
the Netfix docuseries Down to
Earth with Zac Efron. Fr. Phalan was
interviewed while stationed at the
Sanctuary of Our Lady of Lourdes
in Lourdes, France, for an episode
that explored the importance
of water from several diferent
perspectives. The Sanctuary is
world-famous for the miraculous

Gilbert Bandarra
Wonders Why
GILBERT BANDARRA ’53 has always been
curious, especially about the natural world.
“If there is a breeze, I think about where it is
coming from. If I look at a bird, I record it in my
mind,” he says.
“Even when I was young, I was curious. But
my curiosity wasn’t really supported until I got
to Stonehill,” he says of attending the College
on the GI Bill to study biology and chemistry.
A high school science teacher for 39 years
before he retired, he always told his students to
“listen, have respect, and learn, learn, learn.”
This outlook has served him well. When his
wife of 69 years passed away in 2017, Bandarra
was left grieving and feeling unmoored.
Bandarra’s daughter, Diane Aberle, recalls,
“My mom had been sick for a long time, and my
dad was a very devoted caretaker. Even in his
80s, he would exercise every day, so that he was
strong enough to carry her when she needed
to be carried. When she passed, he not only lost
his sweetheart, but he also didn’t know what to
do with his time.”
With a little encouragement from his four
children, Bandarra ventured to the Marshfeld
and Norwell Councils on Aging to explore their
ofering of activities. After trying line dancing
and determining it wasn’t the right ft, he

walked across the hall to the painting room. “It
worked,” Bandarra says of fnding a new hobby.
Painting allows the 93-year-old to view and
understand things in a new way. True to his
biology roots, he most enjoys painting Mother
Nature, particularly water and the sun.
He was starting to paint the moon when
COVID-19 caused senior centers to close.
Bandarra then turned to what was around
him—picking a fower or leaf, examining its
intricacies and then sketching it with colored
pencils at home.
“He still looks at things with new eyes, like
he is seeing it for the frst time,” says Aberle of
her dad. “His curiosity and positivity keep him
young.” Bandarra agrees, “I always wonder why.”

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

healings that take place when
spiritual pilgrims bathe in the
waters of its grotto.

1974

Susan Pawlak-Seaman retired
after a 45-year journalism career
at The Standard-Times, based in
New Bedford.

1975

George Hagerty III was among
12 individuals and businesses
honored with the Orlando Business
Journal’s 2020 Diversity in Business
Awards. Hagerty is the president
of Beacon College in Leesburg,
Fla., the frst accredited institution
of higher learning designed with
curriculum and support services
to serve students with dyslexia,
ADHD or other learning disabilities.

1978

Frank Pollock was promoted to
chief business ofcer at Plastipack
Packaging International. Over the
course of his 26-year career with
the company, he has served as
its chief commercial ofcer and
vice president of international
sales/marketing.

1979

Deborah (Beauregard) Diaz
joined the board of directors for
the Southern National Bancorp
of Virginia, Inc. She is the CEO
of Catalyst ADV, a technology
and strategic growth advisory
frm and venture capital advisor,
developing new business
markets and industry partnership
opportunities.

1980

Joseph Manuelpillai retired after
32 years with the Michelin Tire
Company.

1982

Claire (McLaughlin) Cronin
represented the Bay State at the
roll call for the Democratic National
Convention held in August. Cronin
served on presidential candidate
Joe Biden’s national fnance team.
She is the frst woman to serve as
chair of the judiciary committee for
the Massachusetts state legislature.

1985

Thomas Byrne was elected
chairman of the Middlesex
County Chamber of Commerce
in Connecticut. He serves as the
president of the party rental
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“You Don’t Have to Do
Just One Thing”
Mary Charlotte Buck ’14 jokes that
somewhere between children and cheese you’ll
fnd her. “Yes, that’s my life,” says Buck, who
works as a school-based counselor with the
Boston Public Schools and, on the side, runs
MaryCharcuterie, where she creates trendy
snack boards.

“It started as a hobby at a time when I really
needed one,” explains Buck of her charcuterie
boards. The demands of working full time while
also earning a master’s degree in social work
from Boston University left Buck in search of a
creative outlet. “I was super busy, doing a lot of
brain-bending hard work, so I was looking for
something fun and entertaining to do.”
A hostess at heart, Buck often made
impressive cheese boards—chock full of
nuts, fruits, crackers and meats—for social
gatherings, family parties and her book club.
Her boards became so popular that her friends
suggested she create an Instagram account
to highlight them. Playing on her name, she
created MaryCharcuterie and started posting
photos of her platters.
“It was supposed to just be a place to show
what I’d been making, but then people reached
out wanting to buy them,” recalls Buck of
turning her craft into a side business. “It is more
than a hobby but less than a full-time job. I love
social work, so the balance of both is great.”
And balance is how she connects her day
job as a school counselor and her charcuterie
side business. “There can be a lot of diferent
things in life that motivate you,” Buck says—a
lesson she learned as a religious studies and
Spanish major and “very involved” student at
Stonehill. “You don’t have to do just one thing.”
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company Connecticut Rental
Centers. v Michael Shea has
been named the head of banking,
payments and fnancial services for
GallenAlliance, an international law
frm based in Dublin, Ireland, and
with ofces throughout the world.
He has been general counsel for
U.S.-based companies operating in
Europe for more than 15 years.

1986

Nancy Coleman was named
dean of the division of continuing
education at Harvard University.
She joins Harvard from Wellesley
College, where she served as
associate provost and director of
strategic growth initiatives since
2016. v Michael Smith delivered
a Tedx Talk titled “The Power of the
Do-Over” at North Adam’s MASS
MoCA, the largest contemporary
art museum in the U.S. A school
adjustment counselor, Smith spoke
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to the idea that failure is
not necessarily fatal.

1987

Timothy Maloney has joined
Legends Hospitality, a food,
beverage and merchandise
retail and stadium operations
corporation, as its regional
manager in Colorado. v Joseph
Tucker has joined the community
advisory board at Lincoln Medical
and Mental Health Center in New
York, N.Y.

1989

Richard Killion has been named
vice president of institutional
advancement at Beacon College
in Leesburg, Fla. Killion is a 25year veteran of higher education
development and fundraising.
He has also served as a political
strategist for three Republican
presidential campaigns.
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v Salvatore Lucido is serving
as the policy and partnership
team lead for the Task Force for
State, Tribal, Local and Territorial
Support as part of the Center
for Disease Control’s COVID-19
Emergency Response in Georgia.
v James “Jay” McHugh, owner
of LAER Realty Partners, based in
Chelmsford, is also an executive for
SendOutCards, an online greeting
card provider.

1992

Tesha Scolaro Ballou was elected
to retain her seat as the circuit
judge for the Eighteenth Judicial
Circuit in Florida. Ballou began
her frst term in 2015. Prior to
that, she served as community
development director/deputy
regional managing director for the
Florida Department of Children
and Families.

1996

Joan (Canavan) Kilban, a ffthgrade teacher at Plymouth River
Elementary School in Hingham,
was named an NHL/NHL Players
Association’s Future Goals Most
Valuable Teacher. The Most
Valuable Teacher competition is an
extension of the NHL’s Future Goals
program which seeks to inspire
kids’ interest in STEM education.
Kilban keeps her students engaged
by showing how science and
math apply to hockey. v Michelle
(Fournier) Link was named
chief human resources ofcer at
Maximus, a leading provider of
government services worldwide.
She previously served as executive
vice president of human resources
at ADS, Inc.

1997

Edmund Cabellon was named
vice president of enrollment
management at Curry College in
Milton. He previously served as
vice president for student services
and enrollment management
at Bristol Community College
and director of administration in
student afairs and enrollment
management at Bridgewater
State University. v Malisa
(Brown) Schuyler was named
to the board of directors for the
Community Servings Board, a
nonproft provider of medically
tailored meals and nutritional
services to individuals and families
living with critical and chronic
illnesses. Schuyler is vice president
of government afairs at Beth
Israel Lahey Health, an integrated
healthcare system expanding
access to care throughout eastern
Massachusetts.

1998

Kristian Lindstrom was appointed
chief of police for the town of
South Windsor in Connecticut. He
previously served as its deputy
police chief and has been with the
department for 22 years.

1999

Mark Rosa was named senior vice
president and chief information
ofcer for Mohegan Gaming
and Entertainment in Uncasville,

Conn. He previously served as
vice president of internal audit for
the leading education solutions
company Houghton Mifin
Harcourt in Boston. v David
Short, an operations ofcer for
the U.S. Army, earned a master’s
degree in strategic studies from
the U.S. Army War College in
Carlisle, Pa. He also began a new
assignment with the NATO Corps
Headquarters in Istanbul, Turkey,
as the assistant chief of staf, Corps
G3 Operations Ofcers.

2000

Susan Brelsford Foehr has been
named principal of Somerset
Berkley Regional High School. She
served as assistant principal at the
school beginning in 2010 and as
the acting principal since February.

2003

Michael Alimi was honored as
a top next-generation wealth
advisor by Forbes Magazine. Alimi
is a private wealth advisor for
Ameriprise Financial in Boston.
v Darren Fruzzetti was named
head coach of the Plymouth South
High School football team. A math
teacher at the school, he had
previously served as an assistant
coach for the team for the last
12 seasons. v Joseph Scipione
had his short story “Wishing
Tree,” published in April in the
book Forgotten Ones: Drabbles of
Myth and Legend. In addition, his
horror story “Cameraman” will
be published in the forthcoming
collection Stories We All Tell
Together After Midnight 2.

2004

Michael Colanti was awarded a
graduate fellowship by Harvard
University’s Center for Public
Leadership to earn a mid-career
master’s in public administration
at the Kennedy School of
Government. v Kristen (Brophy)
Fowler, the residence services
manager at the Braintree Village
apartment complex, has received
the fair housing compliance
designation from the National
Afordable Housing Management
Association. v Matthew Larkin
was named Portsmouth Regional

Finding His Voice
THIS YEAR, MUSICIAN Jehlad Hickson ’17 went
from being booed of the stage at a music
club talent night to performing three times on
America’s Got Talent (AGT) before 10 million
viewers on each occasion.
A member of San Diego’s Voices of Our
City community choir, Hickson, who studied
criminology and psychology, made it to the
semifnals of the hit television show. Although
the group did not win the $1 million fnal prize,
their performances proved inspiring and popular.
The choir is comprised of singers who
have been or are homeless—something
Hickson experienced in his childhood and early
teens. Each of the choir’s AGT performances
highlighted homelessness and the abilities of
those who have been unsheltered.
For AGT’s golden buzzer round,
they performed one of their own
compositions, “Listen to the Sounds of the
Sidewalk,” which moved the audience in the
Pasadena auditorium to tears. For the quarter
and semifnals, they sang Ben E. King’s “Stand
by Me” and David Bowie’s “Heroes,” highlighting
togetherness and solidarity.
“In the choir, we found our own voices and
on a national stage showed our humanity, what
we could achieve and how we could stand out,”
recalls Hickson, who says the performances were
not just about them.

“We chose our songs carefully. When we
sang ‘Heroes,’ we were also thinking of others,
the frefghters battling the wildfres and the
healthcare workers trying to contain COVID-19.
In a group, we are often a lot better,” he adds.
Hickson plays numerous instruments, writes
songs and dreams of opening a recording
studio. Committed to Voices of Our City, he is
also pursuing a solo career and wants to be on
stage again with his Moonshine Soul Band, post
pandemic.
“Music is what I want to do,” says Hickson.
“Fortunately, I have the same work ethic as
Prince.”
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Hospital’s chief operating ofcer.
He will manage the strategic
operational priorities and service
line growth for the hospital and
its afliates. Larkin previously
worked for Tufts Medical Center
and its physician organization
for more than 12 years. v
William O’Connell, the senior
vice president of Marina Bay
Management Services, opened
Weathervane, a tavern and event
facility at the Weathervane Golf
Club in Weymouth. v Katherine
Shannon is the creator and
director of K&A, a series that won
best comedic short flm at the
ITVfest Film Festival. Her frst
feature length documentary,
113 Days, followed the Stonehill
women’s lacrosse team throughout
their 2012 season. Shannon
also serves as the director of

programming for Boston’s Wicked
Queer Film Festival and has
been teaching flm as an adjunct
professor at Stonehill for the last
seven years. v Adam Wehrenberg
was promoted to assistant vice
president in the Secure Payments
group at the Federal Reserve Bank
of Boston.

2007

Alisha Collins was named vice
president of development and
corporate giving at the Possible
Project, a youth entrepreneurship
program that serves more than
250 high school students from
Boston and Cambridge each year.

2008

Kathryn (Sylvia) Rattigan
was named one of Providence
Business News’ 40 Under 40. She

is a lawyer for Robinson+Cole’s
business litigation group and its
data privacy and security team.
A certifed information privacy
professional and an adjunct
professor at Roger Williams
University School of Law, Rattigan
also participated in the Roger
Williams University School of Law
pro bono collaborative and has
provided pro bono legal services
to The Children’s Trust and several
other organizations throughout
Rhode Island.

2011

Brian Casaceli, a labor and
employment attorney at the
law frm Mirick O’Connell, was
named to the Worcester Business
Journal’s 40 Under 40 list. Casaceli
specializes in employment
litigation, representing
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Class Notes

employers in court or before
the Massachusetts Commission
Against Discrimination and the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. v Amanda (Stopera)
Goyer was named corporate
responsibility ofcer for the
Capital Region Market at KeyBank.
Based in Albany, N.Y., Goyer is
responsible for the implementation
of KeyBank’s community benefts
plan, which serves low-tomoderate-income individuals and
communities.

2012

Janice Nosal was named a
collection assistant for the
Hafenrefer Museum of
Anthropology at Brown University
in Providence, R.I. v Timothy
Walsh published a young adult
fantasy novel titled The Legend

34

of the Crystals: Crystal Journey,
available on Amazon.

2013

Sean McCarthy was named
to the Illinois Manufacturers’
Association’s board of directors.
He is the regional vice president
of business development and
strategic initiatives at Comcast,
based in Schaumberg, Ill. v
Meaghan (Bosy) Steiwer was
named assistant director of
development for the Harvard T.H.
Chan School of Public Health. v
Mallory Sullivan has joined the
Arlington Department of Planning
and Community Development as
its community development block
grant administrator.

2015

Christian Baglini joined the
nursing staf at the Boston Hope
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up we always had a vegetable garden,” recalls
James Lynch M’20. So it made sense to him to
use his current backyard for the same purpose.
“I started growing pickling cucumbers and
thought, ‘How hard can this be?’” After tinkering
with ingredients, Lynch found a pickle recipe he
really liked, never imagining that this newfound
interest would grow into something more.

-

IT BEGAN WITH A BACKYARD GARDEN. “Growing

-

Got Pickles?

-

After receiving his undergraduate degree
in graphic design from Bridgewater State
University, Lynch spent his entire career in the
marketing and communications feld.
Currently the director of creative services at
Massasoit Community College, he found himself
looking to further his education. “I always felt
that my path was going to take me toward a
master’s degree in marketing,” says Lynch. “A
colleague of mine mentioned the new Integrated
Marketing Communications (IMC) master’s
program at Stonehill, and it was about as perfect
for me as I could imagine.”
As a part of the program, Lynch had to select
a capstone project. “We were asked to develop
a marketing plan for a company, either real or
imagined,” he says. He knew just what he wanted
to do. When Lynch met with IMC program chair
Lee McGinnis to discuss his project, he came
armed with a jar of his homemade pickles. “Lee,
how about this company?” Lynch remembers
asking as he handed him a sample. Green Vines
Pickling Company was born.
Lynch fnalized a logo, developed the story
behind his brand and defned his market.
Although COVID-19 has slowed this process
down a bit, he hopes to one day present this
plan to an investor for fnancing. For now, Lynch
is happy to be enjoying his side hustle, selling
Green Vines pickles at local farmers markets,
breweries and via social media.

Hospital, which was constructed
inside of the Boston Convention
and Exposition Center to help
fght against the coronavirus,
last April. At the time, Baglini
also was completing a master’s
degree in nursing at the Boston
College William F. Connell School
of Nursing. He is now working as
a nurse practitioner in infectious
diseases at St. Elizabeth’s Medical
Center in Brighton, where he is
responsible for seeing patients
with infuenza-like illnesses as well
as doing pre-procedural COVID
testing.

2016

Katherine (McCarthy) Bibby was
named an account executive at
Prohibition, a public relations
agency based in Yorkshire,
England. She previously worked
for the London-based agency

Launch. v Peter Catal joined
Brookline Bank’s business banking
team as a business banking
ofcer. He primarily works at
the Needham, West Roxbury
and Brookline bank branches. v
Daniel Gordon Jr. was featured in
the Old Colony Memorial 50-for50 project, which honors people
or teams in Plymouth that have
made a positive impact on the
town over the last 50 years. A
three-time state champion for the
Plymouth North cross country and
track programs, Gordon teaches
English at Milford High School.

2018

Patrick Ahern is a personal
insurance consultant for the
Property and Casualty insurance
frm RogersGray in Kingston.

2019

Laurie Becker is a grants project
specialist for the Rhode Island
Department of Corrections as
well as secretary of the graduate
student association at Roger
Williams University, where she
is currently pursuing a master’s
degree in criminal justice. v
Ashley Mason is the founder of
Student to CEO, a resource to help
young adults who want to become
entrepreneurs. Mason started her
own marketing business while
still a student at Stonehill and
uses her experience as a young
entrepreneur to help others with
similar goals. v Owen Murray
was named a patrol ofcer for the
town of Barnstable after earning
his degree in criminology from
Stonehill last year. v Charlotte
Potter, whose time teaching in
Greece as a Fulbright Scholar was
cut short due to the coronavirus,
began volunteer work with the
Oak Blufs Council on Aging
shortly after returning to her
hometown in March. Along with
other volunteers, she has been
assisting high-risk members of
the community who cannot leave
their homes.

We want to hear
from you!
Submit a class note at stonehill.
edu/alumni/keep-in-touch/.

FOLLOW US FOR THROWBACKS,
EVENT INFO, AND CAM1
PUS PHOTOS
@stonehil lcollegealumni

NOTEPAD
Monday Morning Update Keep up with campus news and events
by receiving the Monday Morning Update, Stonehill’s weekly news
email. Sign up by sending an email to mmcgovern@stonehill.edu.
Type MMU in the subject line and include your name in the message.
Planned Gift Create a legacy at Stonehill through a planned gift.
Making a gift through your estate is a wonderful way to show
your support and appreciation for Stonehill and its mission while
accommodating your own personal, fnancial, estate-planning and
philanthropic goals. For more information on ways to give, call
Sharon Doyle at 508-565-1319 or email sdoyle@stonehill.edu.

Purple Door Business Network The Alumni Association’s Purple
Door Network is your best resource for fnding businesses owned
and operated by alumni. With more than 28,000 living graduates,
Stonehill has alumni in nearly every industry. Listing a business
in the network is available to all alumni. Visit stonehillalumni.org to
fnd or list a business.

Become Educators in the Faith The Congregation of Holy Cross

JOIN OUR

Alumni Book Club
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Become part of a lifelong learning
community by joining our virtual
book club. You’ll read one book every
two months and then connect with
fellow Stonehill alumni, faculty,
staf and retirees through a private
virtual discussion forum.
Participation is free (you just have
to get a copy of the book to enjoy).
For more information or to join,
visit www.pbc.guru/stonehill.

Priests and Brothers is an international community dedicated
to educational, pastoral and social ministries. For vocations,
call 574-631-6385, email vocations@holycrossusa.org or visit
holycrossvocations.org.
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1111111111 Weddings

Wedding Plans, Interrupted
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Planning a wedding is in the details—the venue, caterer,
fowers, music, guest list, just to name a few, all working
together to help achieve the couple’s dream day. But what
happens when a pandemic disrupts those plans? Two alumni
share how they had to rethink their weddings and celebrate
their day in a new way.

The Most Magical Day
Tom and I were supposed to get married
on June 20, 2020, in Maine with 175 guests.
Due to the gathering and travel restrictions,
we were unable to have that wedding.
We were super bummed at frst, and
originally postponed our wedding to May
2021. I work as a registered nurse at a
hospital and saw frsthand how horrible this
virus could be. We made keeping our friends
and family healthy our highest priority.
As the summer progressed, we became
increasingly unsure if that large wedding
next May could actually happen, and we
were becoming increasingly unhappy about
postponing our marriage.
We reevaluated our priorities in regards
to our marriage and wedding and decided
to have an intimate celebration with our
closest friends and family who live locally.
We had a micro-wedding with 35 guests
in New Hampshire on August 30, and it was
the most magical day—way better than we
could have ever dreamed of.
We had to change venues and so
many details, but it ended up being very
low stress for us and was exactly what we
wanted and needed.
We don’t feel like we “missed out” on
anything. Our celebration was as safe as
possible, and everyone had a blast! We are
so happy now and are the biggest believers
of “everything works out in the end.”
—Sarah Leach ’15

Brooklyn Gathering
Brittany and I originally scheduled
our wedding for September 19,
2020, in Cleveland, Ohio—Brittany’s
hometown. We currently live in
Brooklyn, N.Y.
We made the difcult decision
in July to postpone our wedding
until April 24, 2021. However, we still
wanted to keep our original date of
September 19 to ofcially get married.
Applying to get our marriage
license in New York City was a
unique experience. Since the city
clerk’s ofce was closed, we had a
Zoom call with a representative in
order to get our paperwork completed.
Luckily, it was a pretty smooth process,
and we were excited to get married on
our original date.
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We had a very small wedding
ceremony in Brooklyn Bridge Park with
just our ofciant, who is one of my
best friends, and witnesses, who are all
close friends of ours.
The weather was perfect, and we
found a nice spot in the park with
great views of Manhattan. After the
ceremony, we had a champagne toast
in the park and fnished up the night
with a rooftop celebration with cake
and some friends.
Even though our wedding day was
diferent than we originally planned,
we made the best of it.
We look forward to gathering
with all of our friends and family—
hopefully—next year for a larger
reception.
—Brian Benson ’11

1

Weddings
1. Allison Cirbus ’10 to
Diego Castro ’10, 9/21/19
2. Lacie Michaelson ’12 to
Duncan Fischley, 9/28/19
3. Natasha Iwanow ’16 to
Kenneth Gilpatrick ’16, 11/1/19
4. Alexandra Simone ’09 to
Anthony Modaferi, 6/6/20

2

3

4
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1111111111 Babies
1

2

4

5

7

8

10

11

Babies
1. Kyle ’08 and Deming Schulberg,
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., son, Alan
Francis, 6/27/20
2. Kyndra (Angell) ’08 and
Matthew Johnston, Kingston, son,
Brooks Brian, 1/22/20
3. Keely (Farren) ’09 and Sean
Cahalane, Marblehead, son, Declan
Patrick, 5/29/20
4. Lenna (Dwyer) ’13 and Andrew
Zitter, Hanover, Md., son, Timothy
Kenneth, 4/23/19
5. Alyssa (Harel) ’11 and Eric ’10
Shelters, Middleboro, son, Connor
Henry, 3/12/20
6. Kimberly (Arivella) ’10 and Mark
’10 Angelini, Amesbury, daughter,
Julia Grace, 2/16/20
7. Janine (Connors) ’09 and
Thomas Block, Derry, N.H.,
daughter, Emily Helen, 12/28/19
8. Emily LeDonne ’08 and Zachary
’08 Ennis, South Easton, son, Calvin
John, 7/26/20
9. Samantha (Dircks) ’10 and
Timothy ’07 Catoggio, Boston,
daughter, Cecilia Marie, 1/25/20
10. Therese (Mance) ’11 and
Michael Hayden, Milwaukee, Wis.,
daughter, Aurelia Jane, 2/27/20
11. Andrea (Topalis) ’10 and Daniel
Fenton, West Hartford, Conn., son,
Connor David, 9/7/19

Wait, There’s More to See!
WANT TO SEE MORE photos of your classmates
getting married or of their little bundles of joy?
You now can by visiting SAM online at stonehill.
edu/sam.

Want to submit a wedding or baby photo?
Here’s how: Visit stonehill.edu/alumni/keep-intouch and complete the form and photo upload.
For your photo to be considered for
publication, upload digital photos in .jpeg
format, at least 2 MB in size. The person
submitting the photo must be part of the
wedded couple or parent of the baby and
a Stonehill graduate. Because of space
constraints, not all photos submitted will be
included in the print version of the magazine,
but those meeting the specifed requirements
will be included in SAM online.
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Obituaries
3

Joseph Goggin ’52 of Cambridge,
Ohio, died March 21. He is survived
by his wife, Luetta, four children, 10
grandchildren and a sister.
William Sullivan ’52 of Bangor,
Maine, died August 25. He is survived
by his wife, Jacqueline, three children
and four grandchildren.

6

Richard McCormack ’53 of
Alexandria, Va., died July 25. He is
survived by his wife, Caroline, eight
children, 19 grandchildren, nine
great-grandchildren, three siblings,
including Judith May ’58 and
Kathleen St. Onge ’64, and sister-inlaw Mary McCormack ’62.
James Fleming ’54 of Dover died
April 28. He is survived by his sister
and many nieces and nephews.
Louis Williams ’54 of Falmouth
died August 29. He is survived by
his wife, Jean, nine children, 17
grandchildren, a great-grandson
and his cousin, Cynthia (Ring)
Mathison ’70.

9

Conrad Bouthillier ’55 of West
Chester, Pa., died September 20,
2018. He is survived by his six
children and four grandchildren.
James Kelleher ’55 of Brockton died
April 25. He is survived by his wife,
Jean, a daughter, four grandchildren
and a brother.
James Lincoln ’55 of Taunton died
July 18. He is survived by his three
children, including Nancy Whalen
’92, and a grandchild.
John Donahoe ’56 of Hyannis Port
died September 23. He is survived by
his wife, Patricia, three children, three
grandchildren and a brother.
James May ’56 of Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla., died July 4. He is survived
by his wife, Judith (McCormack) ’58,
two children, two grandchildren,
fve stepchildren and sister-in-law
Kathleen St. Onge ’64.
Thomas Driscoll Jr. ’57 of Wakefeld
died October 1. He is survived by
his wife, Gerry, two children, fve
grandchildren and a sister.

Leo Kelly ’57 of Falls Church, Va.,
died June 29. He is survived by his
four children, including Colleen
Fergus ’84, 12 grandchildren, a
brother and a son-in-law, Thomas
Fergus ’84.
Brother Jerome Matthews, C.S.C.
’57 of Notre Dame, Ind., died March
9. He is survived by his two brothers.
Mary (Benson) Gorman ’58 of Vero
Beach, Fla., died August 27. She
is survived by her daughter, two
grandchildren, two siblings, Elaine
Timilty ’60 and Thomas ’65, a sisterin-law, Mary Benson ’67, and niece
Ann Curtin ’79.
Nora (Maloney) Roche ’60 of
Shelburne Falls and Barnstable died
March 6. She is survived by her fve
children, nine grandchildren, two
siblings, Eileen Leary ’55 and Timothy
Maloney ’59, a brother-in-law,
Vincent Hoye ’58, and niece Molly
(Maloney) Walsh ’00.
Charlene Welch ’60 of St.
Augustine, Fla., died March 27.
She is survived by her three children,
two granddaughters, a greatgrandson, fve siblings, including
Eileen Levins ’56, and cousin Norman
Kenneally ’55.
Mary (Norris) Brady ’61 of
Westwood died May 23. She is
survived by her husband, William ’59,
six children, including William Jr. ’84,
16 grandchildren, a sister, son-in-law
Richard Scafati ’88, brother-in-law
Edward Brady ’54, and nephews Paul
Whelan ’89 and David Brady ’81.
William Buckley Jr. ’61 of Eliot,
Maine, died August 27. He is
survived by his wife, Elizabeth,
three children, including William III
’89, fve grandchildren, a greatgranddaughter and a sister.
James Tamagini ’61 of Wakefeld
died September 26. He is survived
by his four children and four
grandchildren.
Albert Desrochers ’62 of Harwich
died May 8. He is survived by his
two children, a granddaughter and
a sister.
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1111111111 Obituaries
Robert Goodwin ’62 of
Marblehead, died April 27. He is
survived by his wife, Sylvia, three
children, four grandchildren and
a sister.

David Howard ’68 of Easton died
August 27. He is survived by his
three children, four grandchildren,
two siblings, including Jane ’73, and
nephew Mark ’17.

Lawrence Sullivan ’62 of
Bridgewater died August 22. He is
survived by his sister.

James Shyne ’68 of Brewster died
August 7. He is survived by his two
sons, four grandchildren and two
siblings, Virginia Jama ’65 and Janet
Zade ’68.

John Carey ’63 of East Dennis
died May 16. He is survived by his
wife, Nelma, two daughters, three
grandchildren and a brother.
Joseph Crosby III ’65 of Greenwich,
Conn., died May 13, 2018. He is
survived by a sister and a brother.
John Folan ’65 of South Dartmouth
died March 24. He is survived by his
wife, Judith, and a sister.
Richard Morreale ’65 of Yorba
Linda, Calif., died October 7. He
is survived by his wife, Cynthia,
a daughter, a grandson, three
stepsons and a brother.
Diane DuBreuil ’66 of Randolph,
died September 8. She is survived
by her brother and cousin Linda
(Costello) Torrey ’62.
Judith Robbins ’66 of East
Haven, Conn., died August 11.
She is survived by her friends and
caregivers Janice and Jim Cirillo and
Jason Harris.
Christine (Chichetto) Sennett ’66
of Guilford, Conn., died March 27.
She is survived by her husband,
William ’66, two children, including
Kristin Holland ’94, two grandsons,
two brothers, including Rev. James
Chichetto, C.S.C. ’64, and nephew
Mark Chichetto ’95.
Patricia Titus ’66 of Mansfeld died
July 29. She is survived by her two
sisters, a niece and a nephew.
Thomas Condon ’68 of New City,
N.Y., died August 27. He is survived
by his wife, Peggy, two sons, fve
grandchildren and a sister.
Michael Corcoran ’68 of Hingham
died September 8. He is survived by
his brother.
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Robert Fournier ’70 of
Woonsocket, R.I., died May 8. He is
survived by his three brothers.
Roderick MacLeod ’70 of Needham
died June 5, 2017. He is survived by
his father and three sisters.
Joseph Tougas ’71 of Hanson
died April 11. He is survived by his
wife, Maryanne, two children, three
stepchildren, nine grandchildren, a
great-grandchild and four siblings.
Arthur Brodil ’77 of Brockton died
March 23. He is survived by his wife,
Kathleen, four siblings, including
Robert ’63, Barry ’68 and David ’75,
brother-in-law Henry Baxter Jr. ’63
and niece Amy McKenzie ’92.
Gregory Condon ’77 of Needham
died March 12. He is survived by his
wife, Susan, two children and three
siblings, including Christopher ’87.
John Friberg ’77 of North Reading
died July 28. He is survived by
his wife, Christine, his mother,
two children, including John ’12,
and daughter-in-law Chelsea
(Santos) ’12.
Robert Stevens ’77 of Marstons
Mills died March 22. He is survived
by his wife, Josephina, two sons and
three grandchildren.
Paul Condon ’78 of Easton
died February 26. He is survived
by his three siblings, including
Christopher ’87.
Patricia (Yunits) Coyne ’78 of
Mansfeld died August 26. She is
survived by her husband, James,
three children, including Kathryn
’06, four grandchildren and three
siblings, including Michael Yunits ’81.
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Carol Wessling ’78 of Groveland
died October 10. She is survived by
her spouse, Eileen Hof.
David Souza ’79 of Alpharetta, Ga.,
died April 16. He is survived by his
daughter and two brothers.
Thomas Boyd ’81 of Halifax
died April 26. He is survived by
his wife, Lois, three children,
including Theresa Kefalas ’94, seven
grandchildren and two sisters.
Donald Roche ’81 of Humarock
died April 7. He is survived by his
wife, Virginia (Mearn) ’67, a son, six
grandchildren and two sisters.
George Capano III ’86 of Andover
died April 14. He is survived by his
parents and six siblings.
Judith (Andrews) McGuire ’87 of
Taunton died February 23. She is
survived by her two daughters, two
grandchildren and four siblings.
Anne Baron ’89 of Ansonia, Conn.,
died October 5. She is survived by
her partner, John Lindholm, her
parents, a daughter, a grandson and
a sister.
Matthew Malloy ’94 of Canton
died March 9, 2012. He is survived
by his two daughters and fve
siblings, including Michael ’95.
Kevin Morrisey ’94 of Apex, N.C.,
died July 4. He is survived by his
wife, Kathleen (McDonald) ’94,
four children, his mother, a brother
and his mother-in-law, Nancy
(Houghton) McDonald ’68.
Rudolph Hanecak III ’97 of
Windsor, Vt., died April 9. He
is survived by his father, his
grandmother and a sister.
John Noblin III ’02 of Raynham
died October 1. He is survived by
his father, John Noblin Jr. ’69, a
daughter, his sister, Susan Cantelli
’05, and two nephews.

College Obituaries
David Holleman, who taught fne
arts, died September 12. From
1971 to 1996, Holleman was a oneperson arts department, teaching
up to fve courses per semester,
overseeing directed studies and
where possible inviting a guest
artist to teach a course.
Richard Beal, former football head
coach, died September 21. He was
the College’s fourth varsity head
coach, serving over fve seasons
from 1999 to 2003.
Loretta Hurley ’84, retired
associate registrar, died July 19. A
dedicated professional, she studied
while working at the College and
graduated with the Class of 1984.
Melinda Rios M’21, administrative
assistant in Advancement
Operations, died November 5. The
mother of Victoria Dantzler ’24, she
was also a student in the Integrated
Marketing Communications
graduate program.
Jean Smith, retired from the
Controller’s Ofce, died March 18.
Patrick Tracy, from Facilities
Management, died October 15.
Peter Wallace, retired
associate professor of Business
Administration, died October 14.

1111111111 Rhododendron Drive

Let Us Pray
•••••••••••••••

LUX ET SPES, A Stonehill Prayer Book, published last winter, ofers prayers written
by Stonehill community members and from Scripture as well as prayers from
Catholic and other faith traditions.

Prayer for Discernment

Prayer For Trust in God

God, right now I don’t know
where You are calling me.
I do not see a clear path ahead of me,
and I feel lost.
It is often so hard to know what I am supposed
to do and even harder to know
what You want me to do.
I know, though, that all the right decisions
will point me toward You.
I pray for an increase in trust in You, to know
that if I am walking toward You,
even if the path is hard or uncertain,
I am on the right path.
Open my eyes and ears so that I can better see
the signs You have placed in my life,
and help me to more clearly hear Your call.
Grant me the wisdom, knowledge, and
understanding necessary
to make sound decisions.
Lord, help me to want
what You want me to want.

God, all around me feels dark.
Remind me that You are both Light and Word.
I put myself into Your hands so You can put me
back together with the glue of Your love.
May I push myself out of my comfort zone
and commit to growth,
always and in all ways through You.
And may I look back on this time of struggle
and know You were carrying me
to the blessing in the brokenness.

—Matt Gosselin ’21

Prayer for Inclusion
Lord, help us to include all people in our love!
We know for every inclusion
there is also an exclusion.
However much we try, there will always be a
test of association or membership.
And those who fail that test
will be excluded, withheld.
We need Your grace, Lord, to love all,
even with our diferences!
For in Christ, in His gospel, there is more
similarity, likeness, and kinship
than in our human projects of
achievement and success.
In You we have our hope,
with ease and friendship besides.
—Anonymous
SHARE YOUR STORY. Submit your 500-word
essay about your Stonehill thoughts and
memories to klawrence@stonehill.edu.

—Jessica Costello ’19
TO RECEIVE A COPY

We have a limited number
of copies to give away to
SAM readers. Fill out our
SAM survey at stonehill.
edu/samsurvey for a
chance to receive one.
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SPACED OUT Lerche Gomez- Henry ’23,

Arreyion Yates ’23 and Alyssa Steel ’23
[l to r] study safely together on the
Adirondack chairs that the College
placed around campus as extra
outdoor seating.
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